
Figure 2: Handbook 
version 2.5 Release 
Notes. The release notes 
draw attention to aspects 
of the AOP framework 
that are evolving to 
accommodate integration 
with data sources 
external to the AOP-Wiki 
and to better bridge 
between multiple types 
of AOP-Wiki users and 
AOP community 
stakeholders.
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The AOP-Wiki provides a central repository for development of adverse outcome 
pathways (AOPs) and the dissemination of AOP information.

Entries in the Evidence Map and Observation form images below are for illustrative purposes only. 
They are not meant to reflect information curated by AOP developers with domain expertise.
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Evidence Map Prototype

Recent AOP-Wiki Feature Highlights

Future Direction: AOP-Wiki 3.0
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Figure 1: A visual representation of an AOP with the level of biological organization 
indicated for each event. The dashed line separating the Prototypical Stressor from 
the AOP is meant to acknowledge the role that stressor’s play in shaping our 
understanding of evidence used to shape and support AOPs, while reinforcing the 
fact that AOPs are stressor agnostic.

What’s an AOP?
An AOP describes a sequence of events commencing with 
initial interaction(s) of a stressor with a biomolecule within 
an organism that causes a perturbation in its biology (i.e., 
molecular initiating event, MIE), which can progress through 
a dependent series of intermediate key events (KEs) and 
culminate in an adverse outcome (AO) considered relevant 
to risk assessment or regulatory decision-making.
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Read more about AOP’s in the 
AOP Developer’s Handbook

Explore the 
AOP-Wiki

Licensing to Support Reusability Filtering to Improve Findability 

Integrating with Third Party Tools

Ongoing and Upcoming AOP-Wiki Input Opportunities

The AOP Developer's Handbook is now an integral part of the AOP-Wiki (since June 
2022), making AOP guidance immediately accessible to AOP-Wiki users through links 
in the main navigation bar and from within instructional text, highlighted by the      
icons embedded throughout the core entity pages – the AOP, Key Event (KE), and Key 
Event Relationship (KER) pages.

AOP Developer's Handbook

• The context and strategy fields were introduced to illuminate the why and how
behind an AOP.

• The AOP context field should be used to explain why an AOP was developed, for 
example to address key research questions or meet specific regulatory needs

• The strategy fields are critical to increasing transparency around the workflow 
used to identify and assemble relevant evidence.

Numerous international efforts have informed current thinking or are underway to 
collect additional input from the AOP-Wiki user community on the future design:
• Evaluate FAIRness and provide recommendations for improvement led by Clemens 

Wittwehr, Penny Nymark, and Luiz Bonino 
• Improve AOP visualizations led by Anna Maria Carusi
• An upcoming SAAOP Workshop series in the spring/summer of 2023
• Methods2AOP collaboration, represented at SOT as abstract 3643/poster P125
• CIAO, led by Clemens Wittwehr, Penny Nymark, and Laure-Alix Clerbaux
• AOP Forum developed and maintained by Anthony Coe

Strategy Fields to Improve Interoperability and  Reusability

Current Wiki-inspired Data Model Structure
A significant amount of content for the 3 main entities – AOPs, KEs, & KERs – is stored 
in free-text format with a limited set of subsections that use tabulated data formats.

Figure 3: Result counts and first row of full text results 
when searching for AOPs matching “thyroid”, then 
filtering on the “thyroid” search results to find AOPs with 
“Deiodinase” in the MIE name. 

Figure 5: The AOP-Wiki now supports link-
outs to third party tools, with the Wiki Kaptis
tool from Lhasa Limited being the first tool 
directly embedded within the main AOP 
page. Other third-party tools that are 
featured on the AOP-Wiki Tools page include 
the Adverse Outcome Pathway Database, 
AOP-helpFinder, AOP-Wiki RDF, and Biovista
Vizit. 

from 14 for AOPs matching search

from 30 for AOPs matching search

Filtering on AOP search results enables more targeted 
options when browsing through both Title and Full text 
Search Results. 

Prototypical Stressor Updates

Figure 4: The soon-to-be-released workflow for adding a Prototypical 
Stressor to an AOP demonstrates how Prototypical Stressors can be 
created from chemicals or as non-chemical stressors. First, AOP 
developer users should search to see if an existing Prototypical 
Stressor already exists in the AOP-Wiki. If not, the user can create a 
new Prototypical Stressor that is based on a chemical or non-
chemical entity.

Prototypical stressors are stressors for which responses at multiple 
key events in addition to the MIE have been well documented. 
AOPs may be annotated with prototypical stressors that may serve 
as positive controls for the KEs along the pathway and serve as a 
reference for comparing potencies along the pathway.

Historically, most content in the AOP-Wiki 
has been governed by a Creative Commons, 
Attribution License (CC BY), which will soon 
be transitioned to an Attribution, Share-Alike 
License (CC BY-SA) with upcoming release 
2.6. Also, creators of new AOPs will have the 
option to choose an “All Rights Reserved” 
license, that essentially allows the AOP pages 
to function as a pre-print server, until the 
author is ready to publish the content. 
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Tabulated Data fields
AOPs
• Prototypical Stressors
• Taxonomic Applicability, Life 

Stage, and Sex Applicability

Key Events
• Level of Biological Organization
• Event Components
• Taxonomic Applicability, Life 

Stage and Sex Applicability

KERs
• Taxonomic Applicability, Life 

Stage and Sex Applicability
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Figure 6: User interfaces and data models developed for the Evidence Map prototype project: A) An Evidence Map table on a KER page populated with details collected 
through associated forms, represented in panels C & D. Each table row holds a single reference with columns for biological plausibility and each empirical evidence type, that 
are given a support status score based on the evidence in the reference. B) Details submitted through the evidence forms populate the relevant section of the KER page. C) The 
Concordance Evidence Form includes 2 subforms, one for each upstream and downstream Observation, along with a support status selection menu and a free text summary 
field. D&E) The data model representations shows how the Observation and Evidence entities are connected to Key Event and Key Event Relationships, respectively. 
Importantly most Observation properties are defined based on associations to tables with predefined terms, which are referenced in E next to the Observation form detail. 

Guiding Principles informing 
data model revision

• Increase FAIRness
• Capture information in a 

single place, but allow 
sharing of information 
between entities

• Allow for related Key 
Events to share 
information

• Harness benefits of 
working with controlled 
vocabularies and 
ontologies

• Enhance provenance 
tracking throughout the 
system

Challenges associated with the existing data model Proposed Solutions
• Related KEs and KERs have no way of sharing common information
• Narrative format is good for humans to read but impossible for computers to use

• Similar information is captured on different pages, which leads to inconsistencies among authors 
in terms of  information that gets included on each entity page

• The relationship between supporting evidence and source references is entirely dependent upon 
citations stored in free text fields at the database level, rather than as structured metadata

• Use controlled terminologies & ontologies to capture discrete information with structured forms
• Minimize free text fields on all entities except for AOPs

• Design data model so that information captured at granular levels rolls up to higher levels to 
avoid duplicative and/or inconsistent information submission 

• Explicitly capture references as discrete entity instances linked to evidence and method-related 
entities along with capturing the strategy used for assembling the literature
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Observation Form fields, with field type and data table source:
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